MRFF Ad. Bd. Members, Bd. Member, Supporter Brilliantly Respond to Detractors
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Thursday Afternoon, January 2, 2020

MRFF ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS,
BOARD MEMBER, AND SUPPORTER
BRILLIANTLY RESPOND TO DETRACTORS

“Dear Mikey”
Dear Mikey: I am so sorry for your hatred towards God who loves you so
unconditionally, unilaterally, unending, and undeserved. Your eternity is at
stake as well as your happiness in this life. I am sorry for your bitterness. I
sincerely pray you repent and receive Jesus. He died for you. He rose for
you. He lives for you. He loves you unconditionally. Receive Him, sir, now
by going to Romans 10:9. We all have a sin problem, so we all need the
Lord. God can forgive your pride, anger, bitterness and the issues of your
childhood and adulthood that are haunting you. Please let Him in… He so
deeply loves you!
In the meantime, I respectfully request you cease and desist attacking the
military of the United States and their families with your evil activism. You
evidently do not even know American History or the founding fathers JudeoChristian values. You can find America’s true history at my website,
www.ReligiousFreedom1st.Com.
The Lord have mercy on you and I pray that He grants you grace to repent
and receive Christ. Knowing Jesus is a RELATIONSHIP, not a
RELIGION. It’s not too late for you, sir. God is going to come to you in
dreams, visions, and through people who sincerely care about you, and you
are going to fall in love with Jesus and the Bible!
(name withheld)
Response from MRFF Advisory Board Member Lawrence Wilkerson
Dear Pastor (name withheld),
I am an Advisory Board member of the Military Religious
Freedom Foundation (MRFF). Mikey Weinstein, head of
that civil rights organization, passed to me a copy of your
email below and asked me to respond. I am doing so now.
My first-blush reaction to your missive, I must say in all
honesty and frankness, was one of astonishment. Your assumption of
overwhelming superiority is not masked by your almost unctuous praise of
your particular–and I assume very personal–version of what George
Washington and many of our Founding Fathers more often called “Divine
Providence” than “God” and his scriptural son, Jesus Christ; no, it comes
through loud and clear. It is the most disquieting aspect of your
communication.
I am a Christian, my wife is a Christian, my children and grandchildren are
Christians, my family as far back as I can trace were all Christians; yet, not a
single one of these family members would subscribe to your sense of
superiority. Indeed, most of them were or are humble before their God,
considering that humility as an absolute prerequisite for the proper
disposition toward a divine providence as well as an acknowledgement of the
complete failure of woman and man to even come close to Divineness. We
stand humble before God, not all-knowing, all-comprehending, allencompassing–as apparently you do. In fact, I get the powerful feeling that
you feel you are divine.
But more to the point, what you demonstrate in your email is precisely why
the MRFF exists: to assist members of the military in their rightful,
constitutional, lawful wish to not be prevailed upon by people such as you–
and certainly to be free from being coerced by the military system (“the
Government”) into having to act as if they have been coerced by you by
going to your prayer meetings, prayer breakfasts, mandatory Bible classes,
and such, in an official setting. (In the chapel or church is where such
activities are to take place.) Such military personnel want to think for
themselves, particularly in the very personal realm of spiritual beliefs. Most
of the MRFF’s military clients are themselves Christian–but not your kind of
Christian, nor, as I said, do they want to be troubled by your kind of
Christian.
You may live with your sense of superiority in the tiny world of your mind
which you inhabit; but you may not compel military members against their
will to do so–nor may you use those military member’s leaders to compel
their subordinates to do so, nor may you advertise your beliefs under the
official auspices of the U.S. military. That is the strength and beauty of our
republic. And, oddly enough, it is the best protection for your extremely
narrow and unbending beliefs. I am constantly amazed at how Dominionists
and other narrow-minded evangelical, fundamentalist Christian groups fail to
understand that reality. In essence, you and they are your own most
dangerous enemies. In other words, on Monday “they” will come for the
Jews; on Tuesday for the Christians; and on Wednesday for all believers (or
non-believers), no matter the religion.
I won’t comment on your knowledge of history. It is woefully weak, even
woefully wrong. But I find such falsehood to be another characteristic of tiny
minds: they mold history to fit their own needs rather than reality. I wonder,
sometimes, what Christ would think of such falsehood. I don’t believe he
would look on it favorably.
But the Jesus Christ I know would of course take you in; he refused neither
thief nor prostitute and instructed the rich that they had about as much chance
of entering paradise as a camel had of passing through the eye of a needle
(and therein lies a tale if one knows the history during Christ’s time of
“needles” and “camels”). But I don’t think the Jesus Christ whom I know
would be much in favor of your lingering too long in his personal company.
Lawrence Wilkerson
Colonel, US Army (Retired)
Former Chief of Staff to Secretary of State Colin Powell
Response from MRFF Supporter
Dear Pastor (name withheld),
Greetings in the precious name of the Lord.
My dear friend and colleague, Mikey Weinstein, asked me to take a look at
your recent email to him and give him an opinion as I have been a Spiritfilled Christian from my college years on. I am also a former Reserve and
Active Duty Army Chaplain. These days, I am a Pentagon-vetted credentialer
of military and civilian chaplains – about 330 of them presently. I have done
this for over 27 years. And I and my deceased parents, uncles and
aunts grandparents, great-grandparents, as well as living sister, cousins, wife,
and a daughter are all Bible-believing Christians. In fact, I am not aware of
any family members of mine who are not Christians.
I know that you have asked Mikey to cease and desist attacking military folks
and their religious freedoms. I can honestly say that in the many years (more
than a decade, 15-20 at this point) that I have known him, Mikey has never
attacked anyone in the military about observing their own religious
freedom. To the contrary, he is doing his best to insure that all can observe
their faiths – unhindered, unmolested. In fact, in my opinion, he is doing all
he can to make sure that there remains a military chaplaincy to perform or
provide for the Free Exercise of Religion for all. The problem occurs when
commanding officers or chaplains attempt to use their authority to compel a
subordinate to attend a chapel service or a prayer breakfast, or any other
military religious function. They are attempting to influence others’ religious
freedoms. By the very nature of the military, it is inappropriate to even invite
a subordinate to such an event as that amounts to “command sponsorship”
and the junior service-member would feel that they might offend the senior
member by not participating, and/or suffer some sort of retaliation for
ignoring such an invitation.
Similarly, it is really not appropriate to promote Christmas or any other
Christian holidays [or non-Christian holidays, for that matter] and symbols
(to include nativity scenes) and Bibles on POW/MIA tables on military or
Federal property. To do so would be to imply that Christians are preferred
over Jews or Muslims or Buddhists or fill-in-the-blank. That is just not the
American Way — or the way of our Founding Fathers.
And along these lines, our Founding Fathers did not mention Christ or
Christianity in the Founding Documents. I don’t think that was happenstance
or neglect as they even went out of their way to make sure that in this great
country, there were no religious tests to hold office. Article VI, Clause 3: by
its plain terms, no federal officeholder or employee can be required to adhere
to or accept any particular religion or doctrine as a prerequisite to holding a
federal office or a federal government job.
I say all that to say this: If it were not for Mikey Weinstein, and others like
him, this country would eventually drift to a majority rule by Christians,
Evangelical Christians to be sure. You and others might think that is a
GREAT thing. But given our country’s rapidly growing diversity, it is just a
matter of time before Muslims or organized secularists will eventually be the
majority. Then, by majority rule, they would call the shots and issue edicts
for religious displays for EVERYONE. [Those with no religious preference,
those who check “None” on religious preference surveys are already at
26%! See this week’s article on that at
https://www.foxnews.com/media/religiously-unaffiliated-nones-america .] So
I would much prefer to be in an officially and intentionally religiouslyneutral military rather than one where ultimately folks will feel discriminated
against or pressured about observing their own faiths and tenets or, worse,
actually will be prohibited from their Free Exercise of Religion.
If you would like to discuss this further, I would be glad to do so.
Blessings in Christ,
(name withheld)
Response from MRFF Advisory Board Member Quentin Collins
Dr (name withheld),
I receive many letters from people like yourself for review
by Mikey Weinstein as I am a National Advisory Member
and my input is readily accepted by the members and
affiliates of the Military Religious Freedom Foundation
(MRFF). Before I address your “concerns”, I need to set
the stage. I retired from the US Army on February 6, 2016 after as a Chaplain
Colonel with over thirty-three years of military service. I went from an
Airman Basic (E-1) Security Police Officer (USAF) through becoming an
Infantry Company Commander, Captain (O-3e) and then answering the call
to Chaplaincy where I served in both the Air Force as a Chaplain and then
the Army. I bear the dubious distinction of being the first military Chaplain to
have received both a Purple Heart and a Bronze Star in two different
branches of service since WWII - one Bronze Star is with a Combat “V” for
Valor (heroism in combat). I could regale you with a detailed description of
my forty-one other ribbons and medals and that does not even touch on the
various other awards. I am saying this not to seek praise from anyone or
adoration. I am saying it to establish my perspective. Dan, I was educated in
the Community College of the Air Force, then completed my Undergraduate
Degree from Southern Nazarene University (then called Bethany Nazarene
College) as I followed a call I received when I was born again on 3 October
1977 (my second year in the Air Force). I then went to Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary for my Master of Arts in Religious Education and
Divinity. I furthered my education by completing a Philosophical Doctorate
from a Presbyterian University located in Pretoria, South Africa.
Due to the fact that I was attached to Special Operations (SO) when the
current wars broke out I spent a lot of time in combat (forty seven months to
be exact). Until I was wounded the first time in December 2004, my career
seemed destined to remain in SO. After sixteen months of recovery I was
back into Iraq in 2007 and unfortunately was blown up in April 2008. I say
this to tell you I spent a great deal of time with the indigenous populations in
Afghanistan and Iraq in addition to taking care of the people I was assigned
to and those that sought me out. As a Born Again, Spirit Filled Evangelical
Chaplain I was in the ideal place to love and serve others. Loving my people
and loving our enemies. Was I loved in return? Absolutely, I took care of the
needs of my Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Marines in ensuring that they
could practice (or not) the faith or Religious practices they were accustomed
too. In essence, I fought for their First Amendment rights. I did not
evangelize, I loved and respected them; knowing that solace was in what they
wanted and not in me. I helped Buddhists, Jewish, Muslim, Catholics,
Atheists, Pagans, Wiccans and various sects of Christians receive what they
wanted to ponder on or worship with. There was never, and still there is not
judgement, I follow Jesus teaching to love our neighbor as ourselves and love
the Lord God fully.
As for how I ever got tied up with Mikey. It was a long story that I can
simplify here. Mikey was anathema to me when I first heard his name, I too
believed that he was hell-bent of destroying Christianity. While working in
Washington DC at the Chief of Chaplain’s Office we would have weekly
meetings of what was going on in the field and there was always an update
on MRFF’s recent attacks. Needless to say I was not a fan. Then I was
fortunately freed from DC and ended up in the Albuquerque, NM area and
found out that I was in Mikey’s area. I did not seek him out; but, we had an
issue arise where one of my Chaplain Candidates refused to help a Soldier
out who wanted to have Kosher Meals Ready to Eat (MRE). My Candidate
refused to help him or order them. That was VERY wrong and violated the
tenants that the Chaplaincy exists which is to Perform or Provide legally
requested Religious Support. So I started working with my commanding
General for the State (who is also a Born Again Christian) to answer the
complaint from Mikey in this regard. We ended up resolving it and started
working with Mikey on other issues that had not reached the complaint part
yet. My General had a meeting of all Senior Leadership and we had a
presentation by Mikey concerning Dominionists. You see he spelled out the
fact that there are a huge number of military leaders who are zealous to
promote their kind of religious beliefs on their subordinates. Shades of
Emperor Constantine. What he was talking about reminded me how I had
first hand witness of what zealotry can do. I had been in countries that had
their religions in control of their governments and existed solely for the
benefit of the religious leaders.
Now let me ask you; Dan, would you like to have our military under the
control of a singular Christian Denomination, whereby anyone that does not
adhere to their interpretation of the Bible must be thrown out or ostracized
and ridiculed? How about the extreme, kill anyone that does not adhere to
their belief? You see it is a dangerous thing when the “Camel gets its nose
under the tent”, as you will find no room to sleep when the Camel is on your
bed. I say all of this to try and get you to understand that Mikey does not
attack the military, he does not attack Christians, Muslims or any faith that he
does not agree with. Yes he has a strong belief in God and worked in the
Republican arena (I know that probably shocked you). He is deeply
committed to his wife, children, grandchildren the United States of America
and in particular the military. He is absolutely correct to remind people of the
Constitution and the establishment clause.
I do not blindly follow and have disagreed with Mikey on various issues; but,
I firmly believe that he is doing the right thing in regards to not allowing the
military to become a one faith convert or die entity.
If you do not believe my commitment to God and the Great Commission, you
may find it interesting to know I have shared a dias with Leighton Ford as
well as Billy Graham. I am a committed Evangelical and accept any
opportunity to share my faith; but, the time to do so is not when people are
forced to listen. It is not a “missionary call” to service in the military whether
it be a Chaplain or not. It is service to our great country and to the military
members we are responsible for. I love Mikey as a man and a friend. I ask
you to consider the same. Sorry for the length of this response; but, let me
ask you to consider if Mikey were so anti-Christian then why are the
overwhelming majority of his 65,000+ clients, Christians?
Respectfully,
Quentin D Collins, US Army Chaplain (Colonel - Retired), PhD, CPC, ELIMP
Thomas Jefferson Award Recipient (MRFF) 2017
Response from MRFF Board Member John Compere
Presumptuous Proselytizing Pastor (name withheld),
Your sanctimonious sermonette is morally misdirected. It
would be more rationally redirected at those who disrespect
& disregard our US Constitution, American law & US
Armed Forces regulations rather than at those of us who
respect & request compliance with them. Moreover, even
Jesus separated religion & government (Matthew 22:21 &
Mark 12:17).
As Founder & 2nd President John Adams wisely wrote – The very definition
of a republic is a nation “of laws and not of men.” (“Thoughts on
Government”, 1776).
Brigadier General John Compere, Judge Advocate General’s Corps, US
Army (Retired)
Disabled American Veteran (Vietnam Era)
Former Chief Judge, US Army Court of Military Review & US Army Legal
Services Agency
Board Member, Military Religious Freedom Foundation (over 80%
Christians)
Click to read in Inbox

“Huh?”
Were you people dropped on your heads when you were babies, or did your
moms not breast feed you enough? I’m actually embarrassed to be your
fellow American. What a shame you people are. I imagine our founding
fathers would love to take you to task. Your United States citizenship should
be revoked. This world, and especially, our civilization is crumbling before
us, because of people like you. Please stop your foolishness.
(name withheld)
Response from MRFF Advisory Board Member Marty France
(name withheld), yours will be the LAST inane email to
which I respond for the MRFF in 2019!!! Yeah! Pop the
cork, baby!
As a member of the advisory board for the MRFF, I do this
routinely and have probably responded to about 100 emails
similar to yours–though usually with much worse
grammar. Happily, yours is, as usual, devoid of any rational
argument or evidence, so it’s not all that challenging.
First off, I wasn’t breastfed. I regret that, I think. But hell, I can’t really
remember. I do have a strange desire to drink Carnation evaporated milk
straight from the can, though. My mom still loved me–I’m sure of that.
Anyway, thanks for dredging up an emotional scar as 2019 ends. ;-P
Next, I don’t think that’s really a shame nor are the people associated with
the MRFF a “shame.” Instead, we are over 60,000 clients, staff, and
volunteers that work assiduously (look that one up and try to use it in a
sentence in 2020) to protect the rights of ALL service members to worship as
they desire (or to not do so) and to be treated with respect by all others in the
military. We strive to make sure that no superior officer discriminates against
a subordinate for their religious views–and, yes, that means we defend
Christians treated poorly by Atheists with as much enthusiasm as we would if
the opposite occurred. (Guess the direction in which this overwhelming
occurs though) Civilization is crumbling because of us? Really? Is your
religion (whatever that is) so weak that your prayers and god(s) can’t protect
you and “your civilization” from those that support and defend the U.S.
Constitution? Personally, I spent over 40 years in uniform defending that
document and my guess is that that’s a few weeks (as least) more than you
did. Did you ever serve? I did, alongside Christians, Jews, Muslims, Atheists,
Hindus, Agnostics, Catholics, Mormons, and a few Pagans–and probably
people from other perspectives, but I just didn’t bother to ask their religion
because IT WAS NONE OF MY FUCKING BUSINESS! If they asked mine,
I told them that it was NONE OF YOUR (FUCKING) BUSINESS!
So, enjoy your New Year’s Eve in the basement with your cats and internet
connection, thinking about who was or wasn’t breastfed and how that
correlates with an individual’s religious views or place in your ideal
civilization. In the meantime, I’ll be partying at a local brewery (My
son’s! How cool is that? He’s a success because I KNOW he was breastfed!),
enjoying the company of my friends and family, and thinking about how I
can more assiduously address more of these pathetic emails in 2020, realizing
that the authors of said emails are usually too ignorant of simple logic to
understand my explanations or documents as rational and well-written as the
Constitution.
I wish you a happy 2020 as you (and all of us) work assiduously towards true
enlightenment as well as love and respect for all of our fellow humans. (I
haven’t even been drinking YET!)
Sincerely,
Marty France
Brigadier General, USAF (Retired)
Member, MRFF Advisory Board
Response from MRFF Advisory Board Member Mike Farrell
Hi (name withheld),
If you’re actually as confused as you appear I’d be happy to
help you better understand, but I fear you actually think you
know what you’re talking about. I’m sorry, but you don’t. So
save your embarrassment for a more appropriate situation,
like when you understand how foolish you sound.
It’s actually the Founders who came up with the radical idea that people
should be able to believe as they choose, and the government should do its
part in protecting their right to do that by separating itself from any religious
affiliation.
You see, we don’t agree with your notion that our civilization is “crumbling
before us,” and we’re determined to do our part to see that the nation stays
strong by protecting the freedoms the Founders had the good sense to
envision.
We’re happy to support your having your own belief system and we believe
in the same for everyone. But you see, because of the Founders recognition
of the dangers of theocracy, they determined that our government should not
endorse, support, propagate or proselytize on behalf of any one religion over
the others. They made it clear that freedom of religious or non-religious
choice is the right of every American and they protect that right by keeping
the government out of the religion business.
So we’re OK with people having their religious faith or not believing in
anything. Whatever they choose. But believers can’t promote their religious
view in a government institution because doing so implies endorsement. Nor
can believers promote a particular belief system in any way that implies
official endorsement.
Selling “Jesus candy,” if that’s what has gotten you riled up, is fine if it’s
done off site in a private, non-government situation. But it can’t be done on a
military base or in a military hospital.
I trust you understand the point, if you’ll think about it.
Mike Farrell
(MRFF Board of Advisors)
Response from MRFF Board Member John Compere
(name withheld), for your information, the US
Constitution, American law & US Armed Forces
regulations prohibit our government, which includes the
military, from promoting or endorsing a religion on
military installations except at military chapels. It should
surprise no intelligent adult that military exchanges, a part
of the US Department of Defense, are required to obey the
laws & regulations.
Your clueless condemnation is morally misdirected. It would be more
credibly directed at those who disrespect & disregard our laws rather than at
those of us who respect & request compliance with them.
Brigadier General John Compere, US Army (Retired)
Disabled American Veteran (Vietnam Era)
Board Member, Military Religious Freedom Foundation (80% Christians)
Click to read in Inbox

TODD STARNES ON
CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING NETWORK (CBN)
COVERS MRFF
You Cannot Be Spontaneously Converted to
Christianity by Eating a Candy Cane
By: Todd Starnes
Thursday, January 2, 2020
(Excerpts from CBN/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The Military Religious Freedom Foundation is enraged because Peterson
Air Force Base is selling peppermints and candy canes packed as "Jesus
Candy."
The MRFF, a group of anonymous service members who get triggered by the
name of Jesus, called on the base exchange to remove the "offensive" candies
from its shelves.
"Peterson's selling of for-profit, clearly marked 'Jesus Candy' at its base
exchange is merely the fundamentalist straw breaking the MRFF clients'
backs," MRFF founder Mikey Weinstein said in an interview with Crooks
and Liars (how ironic).
[…]
"The reason the servicemembers at Peterson Air Force Base are so sensitive
to promotions of Christianity – that something like this 'Jesus Candy' display
would bother them enough to complain about it is that the religious climate
at this base is particular bad," MRFF researcher Chris Rodda told Crooks
and Liars (again, how ironic).
[…]
Click to read Article

THE WESTERN JOURNAL
COVERS MRFF
Watchdog Group Claims 'Jesus'-Themed Candies on
Air Force Base Violate Religious Freedom
By: Randy DeSoto
Tuesday, December 31, 2019
(Excerpts from The Western Journal/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

A watchdog group is claiming the sale of Jesus-themed candies on an Air
Force base in Colorado is an inappropriate violation of armed service
members’ First Amendment rights.
Military Religious Freedom Foundation founder and president Mikey
Weinstein is angrily calling out Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs
for allowing the product to be sold at its base exchange.
“Peterson’s selling of for-profit, clearly marked ‘Jesus candy’ at its base
exchange (BX) is merely the fundamentalist Christian straw breaking the
MRFF clients’ backs,” Weinstein told Crooks and Liars.
[…]
Click to read Article

THE DAILY WIRE
COVERS MRFF
Activist Group Rips Air Force Base For Selling
‘Jesus Candy’
By: Hank Berrien
Tuesday, December 31, 2019
(Excerpts from The Daily Wire/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The Peterson Air Force base in Colorado Springs, Colorado, is being
attacked by an activist group offended that “Jesus candy” is sold at the base,
saying they have “fought many battles throughout our long years of civil
rights activism at PAFB against this wretched, fundamentalist Christian,
religious extremist bigotry and prejudice.”
The Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF), which has blasted
the Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs before, said it received an
email stating, “The base exchange at Peterson Air Force Base is currently
selling ‘Jesus’ candy.’ The exchange at the Air Force Academy was also
selling ‘Jesus’ candy at Halloween, although I didn’t get any pictures of
that.”
[…]
Weinstein added, “Peterson Air Force Base, located deep in the
intolerant, fundamentalist Christian enclave of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, has consistently been one of the most horrendous military
installation abusers of the Constitutional mandate to NOT establish
Christianity (or any other faith or even ’non-faith’) as the de facto armed
forces State Religion … MRFF has fought many battles throughout our long
years of civil rights activism at PAFB against this wretched, fundamentalist
Christian, religious extremist bigotry and prejudice.”
[…]
Click to read Article

THIS AIN'T HELL
COVERS MRFF
Military Religious Freedom Foundation
Versus Jesus Candy
By: thebesig
Tuesday, December 31, 2019
(Excerpts from This Ain't Hell/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Mikey Weinstein, president of the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation, received notification that an Air Force base exchange was
selling Jesus Candy. He argues that this is an attack on religious freedom.
[…]
A basic concept of “separation of church and state” entails that the church
runs church affairs, and the state runs state affairs. The church does not
dictate to the state how to conduct civil affairs. The state does not dictate to
the church how to conduct spiritual affairs. This was an argument advanced
by Christian monks long before the founding fathers.
[…]
Click to read Article

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!

Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our
Fight in the Courts and in the Media
Make a Donation
Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)
Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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